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IRS

IRS Provides Sneak Peek of Form 1099-DA for Digital Assets

The IRS Friday posted on its website the highly anticipated draft Form 1099-DA, which brokers
will use to report digital asset transactions.
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FIRM MANAGEMENT

Minnesota Accounting Firm Joins CLA Global

Christianson PLLP provides audit, tax and outsourcing services across a range of industries
including agriculture, renewable energy and natural resources, �nancial services, real estate and
construction and technology.
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SMALL BUSINESS

Avalara Gives Update on Online Marketplace and Tax Changes
in 2024

Online marketplace sales are expected to exceed $603 billion in the United States in 2027, or nearly
35% of all U.S. ecommerce.
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ADVISORY

More CAS Firms Adding 1099 and W-9 Services

There’s a high demand for 1099 services, according to the 2022 CPA.com and AICPA PCPS Client
Advisory Services (CAS) Benchmark Survey.

ACCOUNTING

Forbes Unveils Its Top 200 CPAs in the U.S.
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The 200 �nalists were selected through a review of over 1,000 CPAs from a variety of
backgrounds, locations, and specializations.

TAXES

Georgians Claimed Over $109 Million in Tax Deductions For
‘Unborn Dependents’

Georgia’s 2019 abortion law allows expectant parents to claim an embryo or fetus as a dependent
on their taxes.
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ACCOUNTING

Virginia Accountant Admits to Stealing Over $1 Million From
Client

Maria Reich, former president of On Call Accountants, pleaded guilty to eight counts of wire fraud
as part of a plea agreement.

ACCOUNTING

Decisions 2024 – So, What’s Next?
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Embracing adaptability and continuous learning will equip us to thrive in an environment of
economic uncertainty and rising costs.

CPA Practice Advisor is registered with the National Association of State Boards of Accountancy
(NASBA) as a sponsor of continuing professional education on the National Registry of CPE
Sponsors.
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